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ABSTRACT 

Using a straightforward combination of the Planck distribution and the Beer 

Lambert law it is shown that fundamental quantum theory produces the Evans I Morris red 

shifts in all absorption spectra at any frequency of the electromagnetic spectrum. This finding 

is illustrated with the De bye and memory function theories of broad band absorption in 

liquids and similar, and by splittings induced in the spectrum of atomic hydrogen (H). The 

latter covers the entire range from the ultra violet to the microwave and lower frequencies. 

Fundamental quantum theory as used in this novel way shows that the initial probe frequency 

is red shifted and split into numerous lines as it propagates through the sample. 

Keywords: ECE theory, Evans Morris red shifts, Debye and memory function theories, 

Schroedinger equation limit of the ECE wave equation, red shifted and split spectrum of 

atomic H. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent papers of this series of three hundred and six papers and books of the 

UFT section ofwww.aias.us it has been shown {1- 10} that fundamental quantum theory 

produces red shifts of an initial probe frequency in any absorbing sample. These shifts were 

first observed {1- 10} by G. J. Evans and T. Morris at visible frequencies in condensed state 

samples such as liquids and glasses, and are recorded in comprehensive detail on the blog of 

\:vww.aias.us. Experiments to observe these shifts took place over a span of approximately 

six years in two different laboratories. Visible frequency probe lasers were used and colour 

changes observed as the beam propagates through the sample. The experiments were 

repeatable and reproducible, and were immediately replicated by Dennis Davies as recorded 

on the blog ofwww.aias.us. 

In Section 2 it is shown that the red shifts observed by Evans and Morris are due 

to fundamental quantum theory in which the well known intensities of the Beer Lambert law 

of absorption are described by the expression for intensity given by the fundamental Planck 

distribution. The theory is illustrated with the well known Debye and memory function 

theories of microwave and far infra red absorption in liquids and condensed matter in general. 

This theory is described in detail in Notes 306(1) and 306(2) accompanying UFT306 in the 

UFT Section of www.aias.us. As a probe of initial frequency ~ 0 propagates through a 

molecular liquid for example the combination of the Planck distribution and Beer Lambert 

law means that its frequency becomes lower the further it propagates along a path length Z. 

This result could have been inferred by Planck in 1899 but the first signs of its existence were 

observed experimentally by Evans and Morris about six years ago (blog ofwww.aias.us). 

The entire spectrum is therefore red shifted along with fundamental optical properties such as 

photon linear velocity. It is shown in Section 2 and Notes 306(1) and 306(2) that the velocity 
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of a photon in a liquid is in general complex valued and always associated with photon mass . . 
So any absorption spectrum at any frequency can be use~ to measure the photon mass. The 

latter is nowhere zero as in the obsolete standard model. 

The same combination of the Planck distribution and the Beer Lambert law is 

applied to the spectrum of dilute gaseous atomic hydrogen (H) in Section 2 and Notes 306(3) 

to 306(6). It is well known that the wavefunctions ofH can be calculated analytically from the 

non relativistic quantum limit of the ECE wave equation - the Schroedinger equation. The 

latter shows that the spectrum of H extends from the ultraviolet to the microwave and lower. 

It is shown in Section 2 that the absorption lines of the H spectrum are split and shifted to the 

red by fundamental quantum theory, the use of the Planck distribution in the Beer Lambert 

absorption law. Each line is split in a different way, defined by the well known quantum 

numbers and selection rules of the Schroedinger equation. All of these Evans I Morris shifts 

and splittings should be observable experimentally, and this is a new test of the quantum 

theory. 

2. RED SHIFTS AND SPLITTINGS FROM THE QUANTUM THEORY. 

Consider the nineteenth century Beer Lambert law for absorption { 1 - 1 0} : 

where I is the intensity in joules per square metre of radiation incident on a sample of path 
0 

length Z. As the radiation propagates through the sample its intensity decreases to I and this 

process is characterized by the power absorption coefficient cL, . As shown in UFT300 

and UFT304 the latter can be calculated from quantum theory, but the Beer Lambert law was 

known many years before the quantum theory was inferred in 1899 by Planck. The latter 

inferred that the intensity from his quantum theory is given by the well known Planck 
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distribution: 

I 

In Eq. ( ";t ) I is expressed in the S. I. Units of joules per square metre. Here (,.) is the 

angular frequency of the radiation,,(' the reduced Planck constant, k the Boltzmann 

constant and T the temperature. The assumption in Eq. ( d.., ) that the speed of light is c 

originates in the Rayleigh Jeans theory corrected by Planck. This is true only in a vacuum or 

dilute gas, and no longer true in condensed matter. It follows that: 

To ~~::~ (~~~ ('f~ )-t)' -(~ 
so the required ratio of intensities is: 

where: 

The speed of light fortuitously cancels in this ratio. 

The fundamental combination of the Planck law and the Beer Lambert law is 

therefore: 
.ej... 1.._ --- ------

.1(_ 'J - (L· --\ 17 --
and is a fundamental prediction of the quantum theory which immediately shows the 

existence of the Evans Morris red shifts, because for absorption: 



In the De bye and memory function theories { 1 - 1 0} the power absorption 

coefficient can be calculated theoretically as given below. In the theory of atomic spectra the 

integrated power absorption coefficient is well known to be: 

) 

~ ~ (f) y1, \ 
b (:-D"~ 

as in UFT300 and UFT304. In Eq. ( ~ ) there are N molecules in a volume V, A 
/ jc" 

is the transition electric dipole moment, {: 0 the S. I. vacuum permittivity, v the speed of 

light in the sample, anXthe reduced Planck constant. In dilute gaseous H 

but in condensed matter, the speed of light is in general a complex quantity as discussed in 

UFT300 and UFT304, and is not c. So for atomic spectra, the quantum theory gives: 

'" ~~~ - (~\ ~o- \~ 1 
) bto-.J{ 

straightforwardly. 

Eq. ( b ) becomes: 

--
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Eq. ( b ) becomes: 

-
Now model the liquid state by the well known Debye theory of relaxation at the 

initial frequency Wo . The power absorption coefficient is given by: { ~ 

rl~0~~.t:''(e;~~ - flwG~"(~o) ''r 0)Y':):~~ 
~ '(? .) " (r' (,_,~ t t' ("0 -r f c:J. . 

as in UFT300 and UFT304. Here f ~~~is the dielectric loss, and t-.
1 

is the realpart of 

the
1
comp.lex r~~activ(e in~ex: . 

11
\ J - I J. 11 J _ J. l t-.. I h.. II -{l& \ 

E- ,f -=-- h- \~) k -~ ) 

I 
where f is the real part of the complex permittivity. In the well known Debye theory: 

- 0,p + Uo -f,pj _
1
-(t) 

\ t- w ,;). "'"(_ ~ 

(to _ {: ") _w_c -r_t -=-") ----::::--) , -Ct~) 
t t- 6 0 

where f D is the static permittivity and t J> the infinite frequency permittivity, and 

where r( is the De bye relaxation time charact~ristic 0-f the material and frequency 

independent. 

As the beam propagates through a sample of path length Z, its frequency changes 
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and this can be calculated for each inputted (.)" and rL((.) 1· So the entire spectrum is 

shifted to the red. This is the Evans I Morris shift in the Debye theory. The cosmological red 

shift is an example of an Evans I Morris shift in which the sample is inter stellar space over 

light years of propagation. 

and: 

The basic optical equations are: 

\ --
I 

E- ,, 
E-

-- .L(..,.'-
c. 

I~ 
- h. 

so the velocity of light in a material is in general complex valued and leads to the definition 

of the power absorption coefficient ( l S) as discussed in UFT304. Therefore: 

I I ). It J - ( )...}) 
E- - k E- l 

------=-
4- ..... ' 'l 

and so the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index are defined by: 

I 1 

"' 
\ ( f I +: ( f I J. t- f- ,, 

and 
/1). 

h 

4-(-

respectively. Now define the complex velocity as: 

,, J 

It").) 1/'), 
-\- t-. ) 
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so its real and imaginary parts are given by: 

(Jl) I I 

'-./ - ~ -- -- II ~ - I ") -\- "'-
G "" and ,, 

. - ( d-'6) ,, 
~ ~ -- -,.-
I ). It J. 

(, 

"' 
1- \-

Therefore the real and imaginary parts of the photon velocity can be found from the Debye 
I If . 

theory. The initial velocities are '-lo and "-1 0 , and the velocities during the 
I If 

absorption process are " and 'J From the theory of complex numbers the squared 

modulus ofthe velocity is: 
I) 

The photon mass is defined by the well known de Broglie I Einstein equation: 

f -=- K W - "{ ~'-' ") ( :!>o) 

in which the Lorentz factor can be defined by V ~ : { 

( ) \-' :} 

'{ \ - ":; -j 
Therefore the photon mass can be found from the De bye theory of relaxation. The initial 

photon mass is ~>-~1· and the photon mass duri~g absorption is 1\..(0. Clearly. the photon 

mass is never zero. 

It is well known that the Debye theory reaches its limitations in the far infra red, 

as described in detail in the early Omnia Opera papers on \V\VW.aias.us. The description of the 
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far infra red absorption of dipolar liquids needs the memory function theory developed in the . 
early Omnia Opera. In the space of the Laplace variable: 

the spectral function is described as: 

~ ~-

c (o) _ 
-f+ t.,(o) ((J\ 

f + -~-\.\_:..--)_ 

in a continued fraction of a hierarchy of memory function parameters: \'( Jj, lq'l {•) , and 

so forth. The dielectric permittivity is: 

r~ClrJ 
-C)~) 

{ {:. tJ>) GJO Re C Cf) _(Js) 
and the dielectric loss is: 

It 

whose Laplace transform is: 

K\(f) .-(~~ 

So the Evans Morris shifts and the photon mass can be found from the well known memory 

function theory of liquids. 

The spectrum ofH is given in wavenumbers from the Schroedinger equation as: 
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and an example of a spectral series is given in the .c ll . 10 owmg table: 
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The selection rules for transitions are given from the Schroedinger equation as . 
follows: . 

> ~e- t\ 

where n is the principal quantum number, and where: 

with 

~-

\'\.-\ 
' 

-~ -. . e ) ) 

If the probe radiation is linearly polarized or amorphous: 

0 -

and if it is left or right circularly polarized the selection rules are 

and 

respectively. As described in detail on Note 306(4) the number of possible transitions in 

linear polarization is 2n / - 1, and are given in the above table as "lines". Eq. ( 3 CS ) shows 

that the energy levels of the H atom do not depend on 1 and m , so in the absence of any other 

consideration, the lines in the table occur at the same frequency, given in the right hand side 

column of the table. This is the initial frequency ofEq. ( \0 ). As n' becomes larger the 

number of lines increases. 

However, Eq. ( \ 0 ) means that the initially degenerate lines are split, 

because each line is generated by a different transition dipole moment of Eq. ( \ 0 ). As 



the beam propagates through the sample the splittings become larger with longer Z. This is a . 
direct prediction of the Planck distribution itself and t~erefore these Evans Morris shifts and 

splittings are a new test of the quantum theory. The latter predicts that the red Balmer line at _, 
15,241.4 Crr-. is split into three lines, all at a lower frequency. This splitting and shifting 

produces the colour changes observed by Evans and Morris in liquids. In H however the shifts _, 
and splittings are precisely defined. The far infra red line at 81.52 C~ is split into 25 and _, 
shifted to lower frequencies. The microwave line at 1. 704 em is split into 99, all shifted to 

lower frequencies. 

In left circular polarization of the probe radiation Notes 306(5) and 306(6) show 

I~ 
that there are n + 1 lines in general. If left circularly polarized radiation is used, the red 

Balmer line is split into 5 by the Planck distribution used in the Beer Lambert law, i.e. split _, 
into 5 and red shifted by the Evans Morris effects. The far infra red line at 81.52 em _, 
is split into 170, all red shifted, and the microwave line at 1. 704 em is split into 2,501 

different lines in the microwave, all red shifted. 

Clearly this is a severe new test of the quantum theory, because all these splittings 

must be observable experimentally and also be precisely described by the quantum theory in 

all polarizations. Ifthis is not the case, the quantum theory fails at a basic level. If these shifts 

and splittings exist experimentally then a new and very useful type of spectroscopy emerges. 

3. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND GRAPHICS. 

Section by Dr. Horst Eckardt 
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3 Numerical analysis and graphics

The formulas for optical absorption have been given by Eqs.(15-31) of section 2.
Here we present an example to show the properties graphically. We use a simple
Debye model for a liquid in the far infrared frequency range. the parameters
were selected as follows:

ω0 = 1.0 · 1010 /s (45)

τ = 1.0 · 10−10 s (46)

ε0 = 8 (47)

ε∞ = 1 (48)

The results for real and imaginary parts of permittivity ε and refraction index n
are graphed in Figs. 1 and 2 and look similar. The Debye plateau is visible which
is an artifact of the model and should be replaced by a memory function. We
kept it here for demonstration purposes. Fig. 3 shows the absorption coe�cient
α which is quite large. The velocity components (Fig. 4) start with a zero
imaginary part at ω = 0. The modulus stays below the velocity of light in vacuo
(3 · 108 m/s). The photon mass (Fig. 5) depends on frequency as expected and
is in the range of 10−41 kg. The last diagram (Fig. 6) shows the decrease of
frequency in dependence of the sample length L. Due to the high absorption
coe�cient α, the frequency falls down within some Angstroms signi�cantly,
indicating a strong absorption in this kind of �uid modelled.

∗email: emyrone@aol.com
†email: mail@horst-eckardt.de
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Figure 1: Frequency dependency of ε1(ω), ε2(ω).

Figure 2: Frequency dependency of n1(ω), n2(ω).
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Figure 3: Frequency dependency of absorption coe�cient α(ω).

Figure 4: Frequency dependency of velocity components v1(ω), v2(ω) and ab-
solute value v(ω).
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Figure 5: Frequency dependency of photon mass m(ω).

Figure 6: Sample length dependency of frequency red-shift on ω.
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